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	What things people or situations trigger distress for you: Whenever I feel like something bad is my fault  get overwhelming feelings of guilt, even if it's only partially my fault or might not have even been my fault.
	What warning signs do you get that let you know you are getting distressed: My face starts to go red and my heart will start pounding.
	Emotional: Guilt, shame, feelings of not being good enough
	Physical: Sick in my stomach
	1: I ask my friends or family for reassurance 
	2: I avoid situations where I might get something wrong like group projects, presentations, discussion sessions
	3: I have withdrawn from social sports as I feel to worried about making a mistake
	1_2: Not ask anyone for reassurance, reassure myself.
	2_2: Volunteer as class representative, put my hand up in lectures
	3_2: Sign up for volleyball next semester
	Work on engaging activities that will distract your mind and take the focus off your distress: Reading, listening to interesting podcasts, creating clay sculptures
	Turn your focus to others this could be reaching out to friends volunteering in your community or just doing something kind for someone else: Call my grandparents, volunteer for the student volunteer army
	Try to gain perspective by comparing this situation to something worse you or someone else has gone through: Reading over my past diary entries to show I have gotten through distress in the past. Talk to my parents about when they have gotten through tough situations.
	Engage your other emotions through music books movies or content that elicits different emotions for you: Watch Love Actually
Listen to emotional 80's music
Listen to comedy podcasts

	Refuse to mentally engage with negative thoughts: Writing down negative thoughts and ripping up the paper
Thinking "I'm not engaging with this right now"
Thinking "No, I'm not doing that"
	Replace the negative thoughts with new ones such as counting naming reciting words or lyrics or working on a puzzle: Counting 10 things I can see around me
Reciting lyrics to my favorite song
Work on my 5000 piece puzzle
Build a robotics project
	Create distracting or soothing physical sensations such as a warm bath or cold shower loud music pleasant smell or strong taste: Hot shower with fan blowing
Wash and blow-dry my hair
Light scented candles
Eat sour candy
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